
Heal      Seal  - Polishand

Sealers that maintain the Health of your Concrete

Heal and Seal Polish is a one-of-a-kind floor polishing treatment and densifier that can change the way you
provide your many polished concrete surfaces.  Heal and Seal polish has shown in tests to provide more clarity
and gloss than any densifier system on the market.  The reason behind that is Heal and Seal Polish is more than
a typical densifier. The advanced formula technology densifies as a normal silicate densifier in addition to
creating a permanent inorganic polish layer that will instantly reduce the micropitting in the surface. This
micropitting is what reduces the overall clarity and depth from polished floors. This wear resistant layer provides
not only wear protection but chemical and stain protection as well.

Heal and Seal Polish can be used in a similar manner as your current densifier to provide stellar results or be
used as a step reducer and get similar results. Heal and Seal Polish Aid works thru fusing a form of molecular
quartz into the matrix of the concrete. This quartz-like treatment permanently densifies the surface of the
concrete and can be polished like a traditional densifier treatment. When done after early floor cuts you can
often move right to higher grits and buffing. For example you may cut a floor to a 100(or equivalent), apply
the Heal and Seal and allow to dry properly and then make another pass with the 100. From there you can go to
an 800(or equivalent), then finish with a 3000(equivalent) and have a high clarity polished finish. In the
appropriate situation, this can save a crew considerable time and money over the conventional process.

Heal and Seal works excellent as a rejuvenator for previously polished floors as well. Once the floor is stripped
and cleaned of any previous waxes, apply any new dye that may be needed and then you can apply the Heal and
Seal Polish and then proceed to use a dry buffer system to restore the original polished clarity and shine. Regular
buffing is all that is needed to maintain the look. Heal and Seal eliminates the need for a separate “guard” by
providing both densifier and a permanent polish layer into the surface.

For those who will always follow thru on the full multi-step process then Heal and Seal will just step in and
show itself to be the best densifier product that can be used by providing superior gloss, clarity and longevity.
It will reduce the amount of normal abrasion wear and tear on the surface providing a longer life to the polished
concrete floor than could have ever been achieved with a traditional densifier system.

BENEFITS
●  For dry polish systems
●  Easy to apply with common sprayer
●  Almost zero VOC
●  Stands up to vehicle and foot traffic
●  Increased stain resistance
●  Provides superior gloss
●  Chemical resistant
●  Can reduce polish steps
●  Help increase slip resistance
●  Can be reapplied thru regular maintenance
●  On older polished floor can often be applied

       buffed to restore clarity and shine



MIXING:  Always mix product before using to ensure no correct any possible separation that may have
occurred. Material may separate during long term storage. Shake gallons for 30 seconds.

This product is best suited for dry polish applications

APPLICATION:  Concrete should be clean and dry. It is recommended to wait at least 28 days before applying
to newly poured slabs. After initial floor grinds/cuts are complete and floor is no more than damp, apply using
a quality sprayer and conical type tip. Apply with slight overlap on spray passes taking care not to create

puddles. Upon initial application, Heal and Seal Polish Aid
will create a slightly white surface that will absorb and react
with the concrete surface. Thick areas or puddles should be
evened out using a soft split-tip push broom for an even cure.
Failure to remove puddle areas can result in areas that will
cure out much slower. Allow to dry for a minimum of one to
two hours depending on current conditions of temperature,
Humidity and starting moisture in the floor. Uncured material
can slow the polish process. For best results allow Polish Aid
to cure for up to 12 hours when possible.  Once cured you can
resume polishing, starting with the last step used. For example
if you cut to 100, you should rerun that same 100 pass before

moving up. From there you can continue with normal steps or, often times, skip to middle grades and a final.
For example if you cut at 50, you can apply the Polish Aid and let dry,  hit with the 50 again, then go to 800,
then 3000.
On existing polished floors, clean thoroughly with a neutral ph cleaner  to remove any existing sacrificial style
Guards and coatings. and let dry.  Apply the Polish Aid and let dry a minimum of 2 hrs.  Dry buff with
1500 diamonds or buffing pads to restore the previous clarity and gloss.

MAINTENANCE: Floors treated with polish aid should
be regularly buffed to keep clean and maintain the shine.
Dry buffing will usually suffice for cleaning purposes as
the nature of the treatment reduces the amount ground in
dirt and staining. If water is used to clean or buff, the polish
aid treated floor can dull.  This is easily restored by dry
 buffing.

PLEASE NOTE: It is always recommended to test the
product in a small, inconspicuous area (on the same
concrete substrate) for desired results prior to application.
Coverage rates may vary for all coatings and substrates

depending on porosity, density, texture etc. When applying, do not exceed 400 sq. ft. per gallon. Applying too
thin of a coating may cause inadequate film formation or performance expectations may be limited.

LIMITED WARRANTY: This product is warranted
to be of merchantable quality when used according to
The instruction herein. It is not warranted to be suitable
for any purpose or use other than the general purpose
For  which it is intended.  09-14

Application Surface      New or existing concrete

   First coat                             250-300 sq ft

Second coat                          350-400 sq ft


